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- Half of all MFIs have internal graduation programs (MIX Market)

- Organizational structure and compensation practices of these MFIs may inhibit the rate of graduation and the impact of microfinance
  - Loan officers implicitly penalized when good borrowers graduate out of their portfolio
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- Experiment in collaboration with Fondo Esperanza – largest MFI in Chile

- Two primary loan products:
  - Microfinance loan (ML)
  - Graduation loan (GL)

- ML loan officers were not forthcoming with endorsements for whom to graduate
  - ML and GL are managed by separate parts of the organization
  - Loan officers rewarded based on size of their portfolio, number of borrowers, risk
  - Implicit penalty for borrower graduation

- We document that these organizational features are common amongst MFIs
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**Project Question:** Are loan officers strategically withholding endorsements under baseline compensation scheme?

**Two changes in compensation rolled out one after the other**

- **Mitigation** - reduce/mitigate penalty of borrower graduation
  - Financial penalty of graduation phased in over six months

- **Recognition** - provide a positive incentive for graduation
  - Bonus for endorsements that are approved and ex-post reliable
  - Penalty for endorsements that are approved and ex-post unreliable

**Objective** - lower the costs of endorsements to study if incentive structure was generating a meaningful problem
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2.1*** extra recommendations per loan officer after change in incentives.
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- 0.9*** extra after Recognition

How large are these estimates?

- Endorsements collected after compensation changes represent an additional 11% relative to baseline
- The only *valuable* endorsements we collected were furnished after compensation changes
  - Only endorsements received at Mitigation and Recognition predict repayment and business growth in GL
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- We observe repayment in both Graduation Loan and Microfinance Loan
  - For GL, we only observe repayment if borrower actually graduated
    - We did not share recommendations with Fondo until study concluded
    - Fondo continued with their standard graduation process - a separate sourcing and screening mechanism conducted solely by the GL loan officer.
  - For ML, we observe all borrowers for at least one loan cycle
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- Administrative data on the time series of borrower profits (before/after graduation)
- Examine $\Delta$ profits before and after graduation for borrowers endorsed in each round
- Graduated Borrowers endorsed at baseline experience no profits growth
- Graduated Borrowers endorsed in mitigation and recognition grow their profits by USD $\sim$1100/month*
  - In part may reflect that borrowers endorsed in mitigation and recognition were on steep growth trajectories regardless of graduation
  - Non-graduated borrowers endorsed in mitigation and recognition do not experience business growth
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- These are the costliest borrowers for the ML loan officers to lose.
- Consistent with this, non-graduated borrowers endorsed after mitigation and recognition had better repayment in the ML portfolio.
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- Compensation changes caused loan officers to furnish ~11% additional endorsements.
- Endorsements furnished after the compensation shift are much more predictive of repayment and business growth in graduation loans.
  
  \[\Rightarrow\] Loan officers were withholding endorsements of MOST QUALIFIED borrowers under baseline compensation scheme.

After our study Fondo Esperanza reorganized management structure to resolve misalignment between loan officers and borrowers.

From org econ perspective, this is an unusually direct exploration of strategic communication inside a firm.